We are a Canadian company based in the Coast Mountains. Our design process is connected to the real world, focused on delivering durable, unrivaled performance.

Arc’teryx design reflects the functional performance and purity of the product. We have an aesthetic heritage of being clean and minimalist. Our products reflect a designed state of elegance and timelessness. We design products that are simple and functional, yet beautiful.

What sets Arc’teryx apart is the quality of our materials and constructions. We have established partnerships with textile manufacturers that allow us to create and select premium fabric technologies that best suit our design needs.

Longevity of performance and quality in production are primary. Our proprietary constructions include microseam technology, high stitch counts, light by construction techniques and thermolamination, all of which require skilled operators.

Customization is done by our in-house team. Our technical products must be handled by people with knowledge and understanding of our manufacturing process. Embroidery, reflectivity and logos are applied without comprising product performance.
ALIGN YOUR BRAND WITH A RECOGNIZED LEADER

Arc’teryx is recognized by outdoor industry professionals as the leader in technical apparel and equipment. Aligning your brand with our product demonstrates recognition of performance excellence.

Our corporate program supports your organization by offering special pricing on volume orders. We have custom products with chest space reserved for your logo, in addition to select models from our outdoor line that can be customized. Discounts are determined by the size of your order.
MEN’S CORPORATE SPECIFIC PRODUCTS

Consistent color sets available to both men and women.
Arc’teryx logo has been relocated from the chest to provide your brand with full access to the front of the jacket.
Men’s sizing up to size XXXL.
**MEN’S EPSILON LT JACKET**
Model 18434 | S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 495 g/1 lb 1.5 oz (L)

**DESCRIPTION**
Moderate warmth mid layer jacket with good air permeability and the durable woven face of a softshell.

**FIT**
Regular, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Lightweight polyester fleece bonded to a woven nylon face for durability; DWR finish repels moisture
- Mid height collar layers easily and provides warmth
- #3 Vislon centre front zipper
- Two zippered hand pockets, laminated sleeve pocket
- Jersey knit stretch gusseted cuff seals tight
- Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold

**FABRIC**
Bonded nylon poly grid fleece – Face: 85% nylon, 15% elastane. Back: 100% polyester fleece

---

**ATOM LT VEST**
Model 18343 | S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 220 g/7.8 oz (L)

**DESCRIPTION**
Coreloft™ insulated vest with air permeable side panels for medium output activities. Functions as an outer layer or as a midlayer depending on the conditions.

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Light, soft Tyono™ 20 has good air permeability; DWR finish repels moisture
- Coreloft™ 60 insulation provides warmth
- Hardface® fleece stretch side panels enables ventilation
- Mid-height collar; insulated, layers well
- No Slip Zip™ main opening, zippered hand pockets, internal zippered chest pocket

**FABRIC**
Tyono™ 20, 100% nylon – exterior shell.
Polartec® Power Stretch® with Hardface® technology 88% polyester, 12% elastane - side panels
Coreloft™ 60g/m² insulation
WOMEN’S CORPORATE SPECIFIC PRODUCTS
**WOMEN’S EPSILON LT JACKET**
Model 18435 | XS, S, M, L, XL | 430g /15.2oz (L)

**DESCRIPTION**
Moderate warmth mid layer jacket with good air permeability and the durable woven face of a softshell.

**FIT**
Regular, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Lightweight polyester fleece bonded to a woven nylon face for durability; DWR finish repels moisture
- Mid height collar layers easily and provides warmth
- #3 Vislon centre front zipper
- Two zippered hand pockets, laminated sleeve pocket
- Jersey knit stretch gusseted cuff seals tight
- Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold

**FABRIC**
Bonded nylon poly grid fleece – Face: 85% nylon, 15% elastane. Back: 100% polyester fleece

---

**WOMEN’S ATOM LT VEST**
Model 18344 | XS, S, M, L, XL | 195 g/6.9 oz (M)

**DESCRIPTION**
Coreloft™ insulated vest with air permeable side panels for medium output activities. Functions as an outer layer or as a midlayer depending on the conditions.

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Light, soft Tyono™ 20 has good air permeability; DWR finish repels moisture
- Coreloft™ 60 insulation provides warmth
- Hardface® fleece stretch side panels enables ventilation
- Mid-height collar; insulated, layers well
- No Slip Zip™ main opening, zippered hand pockets, internal zippered chest pocket

**FABRIC**
Tyono™ 20, 100% nylon – exterior shell.
Polartec® Power Stretch® with Hardface® technology 88% polyester, 12% elastane - side panels
Coreloft™ 60g/m² insulation
RECOMMENDED OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
**ZETA AR JACKET**
♂ | XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 380 g/13.4 oz (M)
♀ | XS, S, M, L, XL | 350 g/12.3 oz (M)

**DESCRIPTION**
The most versatile GORE-TEX jacket in the Traverse collection. Supple GORE C-KNIT™ backer technology offers excellent next-to-skin feel and WaterTight™ pit zippers allow for rapid venting.

**FIT**
Trim, thigh length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Low profile StormHood™ with single ballcap adjuster
- WaterTight™ pit zippers vent rapidly
- One internal laminated zippered pocket
- Two WaterTight™ hand pockets
- Adjustable waist drawcord
- Drop back hem with adjustable drawcords

**FABRIC**
N70p 3L GORE-TEX fabric with GORE C-KNIT™ backer technology

---

**ZETA SL JACKET**
♂ | S M L XL XXL | 310g/10.9oz (M)
♀ | XS S M L XL | 270g/9.5oz (S)

**DESCRIPTION**
Light and packable waterproof/breathable emergency jacket for hiking and trekking made with GORE-TEX PACLITE® Plus product technology

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Compact and lightweight 2L GORE-TEX with NEW PACLITE Plus product technology is packable and has improved next-to-skin feel
- Non-helmet compatible StormHood™ with halo adjuster
- Front zipper is reverse coil and polyurethane coated for weather protection
- Two hand pockets with RS™ Sliders
- Adjustable cuff, drawcord adjustable hem

**FABRIC**
N40r GORE-TEX fabric with PACLITE® Plus product technology
SQUAMISH HOODY
♂ | XS S M L XL XXL | 155g/5.5oz (M)
♀ | XS S M L XL | 140g/4.9oz (M)

DESCRIPTION
Lightweight windshell with hood provides weather resistance in a small, compressible package.

FIT
Trim, hip length

KEY FEATURES
• Lightweight, Tyono™ 30 nylon ripstop textile with mechanical stretch resists wind; DWR finish repels moisture
• Adjustable low profile StormHood™ with soft brim
• No Slip Zip™ main opening with wind flap
• Single chest pocket can also be used to stow jacket
• Elastic and Velcro® cuff
• Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold

FABRIC
Tyono™ 30 – 100% nylon

MEN’S
SF19
Black  iliad  Neurostorm

WOMEN’S
SF19
Black  Continuum  Levitate

Seasonal Options Available
**DESCRIPTION**
Coreloft™ insulated jacket with air permeable side panels for mid-level output activities. Functions as an outer layer or as a midlayer depending on the conditions

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Coreloft™ 60 synthetic insulation provides warmth
- Hardface® stretch side panels for ventilation
- Mid-height collar; insulated, layers well
- No Slip Zip™ main opening, zippered hand pockets, internal zippered chest pocket

**FABRIC**
Tyono™ 20, 100% nylon – exterior shell
Polartec® Power Stretch® with Hardface® technology 88% polyester, 12% elastane – side panels
Coreloft™ 60g/m² insulation
CERTIUM LT HOODY
♂ XS S M L XL XXL | 305g/10.7oz (M)
♀ XS S M L XL | 280g/9.8oz (M)

**DESCRIPTION**
Streamlined, lightweight sewn-through down hoody filled with 850 white goose down. Intended as a midlayer in cool, dry conditions.

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Down Composite Mapping™ strategically places down and synthetic insulation
- Adjustable low profile down insulated StormHood™
- Two zippered hand pockets; internal zippered security pocket with stuff sack
- Elasticized cuff at wrist and adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold
- Improved fit with longer body length

**FABRIC**
Arato™ 10 – 100% nylon 850 fill
European white goose down (102g–M)
Coreloft™ 80 and 100 insulation

CERTIUM LT JACKET
♂ XS S M L XL XXL | 425g/15.0oz (M)
♀ XS S M L XL | 365g/12.8oz (M)

**DESCRIPTION**
Streamlined, lightweight sewn-through down hoody filled with 850 white goose down. Intended as a midlayer in cool, dry conditions.

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Down Composite Mapping™ strategically places both down and synthetic insulation
- Two zippered hand pockets; internal zippered security pocket with stuff sack
- Elasticized cuff at wrist and adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold
- Improved fit with longer body length

**FABRIC**
Arato™ 10 – 100% nylon 850 fill
European white goose down (78g–M)
Coreloft™ 80 and 100 insulation
**DESCRIPTION**
Collared jacket with everyday styling and the comfort of a sweater-knit performance fleece.

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Alpenex™ Heathered polyester fleece delivers efficient thermal performance
- Laminated hand pockets and sleeve pocket with glued in zippers
- Durable, colour contrasted binding on hem and cuffs

**FABRIC**
Alpenex™ Heathered – 100% polyester

---

**COVERT CARDIGAN**

♂ | XS S M L XL XXL | 535g/18.9oz (M)
♀ | XS S M L XL | 435g/15.3oz (M)

---

**KYANITE HOODY**

♂ | XS S M L XL XXL | 425g/15.0oz (M)
♀ | XS S M L XL | 365g/12.8oz (M)

**DESCRIPTION**
Durable technical layering hoody provides excellent mobility and moisture management

**FIT**
Trim, hip length

**KEY FEATURES**
- Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro combines a highly durable nylon face with a soft, comfortable, moisture wicking brushed polyester interior
- No Slip Zip™ main opening with chin guard
- Two zippered hand pockets with brushed mesh interior, internal zippered security pocket
- Cuff, hem, and hood are bound with durable Tanica™ stretch fabric
- No-lift gusseted underarms

**FABRIC**
Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro – 53% polyester, 38% nylon, 9% elastane
DELTA LT JACKET
♂ | S M L XL XXL | 280g/9.9oz (M)
♀ | XS S M L XL | 140g/4.9oz (M)

DESCRIPTION
Lightweight, compact micro fleece jacket.

FIT
Trim, hip length

KEY FEATURES
• Polartec® Classic 100 micro velour small grid offers high warmth-to-weight ratio
• High collar provides warmth and layers easily
• No Slip Zip™ works like a series of speed bumps keeping the main zipper from selfopening
• Chin guard protects against chafing
• Two hand pockets; laminated zippered sleeve pocket
• No-lift gusseted underarms, slight dropback hem

FABRIC
Polartec® Classic 100 micro velour small grid – 100% polyester

MEN’S
♂ 19
Black
Iliad
Tui
♀ 19
Black
Nocturne
Proteus

WOMEN’S
♂ 19
Black
Black
Sapphire
♀ 19
Black
Nocturne
Dimma

Seasonal Options Available
SKYLINE LS SHIRT
♀ | XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 210 g/7.4 oz (M)

DESCRIPTION
Long sleeve, easy care polyester shirt with comfort stretch and UPF protection. Packs easily

FIT
Trim

KEY FEATURES
- Improved Diem™ easy care polyester fabric has comfortable mechanical stretch, is quick drying and provides UPF 45+ sun protection
- Chest pocket with flap closure
- Concealed snaps on placket and cuffs

FABRIC
Diem™ (improved) – 100% polyester, UPF 45+

CAPTIVE POLO
♂ | S, M, L, XL, XXL | 210 g/7.4 oz (M)

DESCRIPTION
Long sleeved polo combines moisture wicking performance fabric with a clean aesthetic

FIT
Trim

KEY FEATURES
- DryTech™ cotton blend fabric is lightweight and quick drying
- Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort
- Laminated front placket with hidden snaps for a clean look
- Reinforced side vents at hemline

FABRIC
Salient™ with DryTech™ – 60% cotton, 35% polyester, 5% elastane
MOTIVE SS POLO
♀ | XS S M L XL | 135 g /4.8 oz (M)

DESCRIPTION
Polo shirt made from comfortable, breathable, moisture wicking performance fabric

FIT
Trim

KEY FEATURES
• DryTech™ cotton blend fabric is lightweight and quick drying
• Capped sleeves
• Button placket and collar
• Straight hem

FABRIC
DryTech™ 19 – 68% cotton, 26% polyester, 6% elastane

WOMEN’S
S /F19
Black
Seasonal Options Available
**DESCRIPTION**

Purist styling meets the digital world in a pack created to carry the tools necessary for daily life.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Side loading access with top and side handles
- Dedicated padded compartment holds and protects laptops up to 15 inches, has additional sleeve for a tablet computer
- Internal organizer panel includes a secure zippered pocket and a quick-stash pocket with a cable pass through for charging on the go
- Thermoformed padded back panel adds comfort
- External stash pocket with key clip
- Discreet pocket in the back panel ideal for passports

**FABRIC**

- N630p-HT nylon 6.6 plain weave
- N210p-HT nylon 6.6 plain weave

**BLADE 20 BACKPACK**

*Weight | 1210g/42.7oz
Volume | 20L/1220cu.in.*

**DESCRIPTION**

Overnight to two day travel pack. Carries and organizes laptops, tablets, digital tools, clothing and personal items each in their own compartment

**KEY FEATURES**

- Side loading access with top and side handles
- Padded compartment fits 15 inch laptops, separate sleeve for a tablet computer
- Carry overnight essentials in the main compartment
- Internal organizer panel includes a secure zippered pocket and a quick-stash pocket with a cable pass through for charging on the go
- Thermoformed padded back panel adds comfort
- External stash pocket with key clip
- Discreet pocket in the back panel ideal for passports

**FABRIC**

- N630p-HT nylon 6.6 plain weave
- N210p-HT nylon 6.6 plain weave
**GRANVILLE DAYPACK**

**DESCRIPTION**
A nexus point between a weather resistant messenger's backpack and a refined urban pack, the Granville can carry a laptop, tablet computer, and a good deal more of your daily essentials.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Highly water resistant AC² (Advanced Composite Construction) technology and taped seams protect its contents from the harshest weather.
- Suspended, padded 15 inch laptop compartment: separate sleeve holds 10in tablet computers and has a sleeve for documents.
- Large flapped main compartment allows for quick, easy access and view of contents.
- Discreet dual security pockets on the under flap.
- Clip-in point for cycling safety lights.
- Reflective logo.

**FABRIC**
N400p-AC² nylon 6 plain weave.

---

**GRANVILLE 10 COURIER BAG**

**DESCRIPTION**
Versatile, weather resistant 10L courier bag with organizer pockets carries 12” tablet or laptop.

**KEY FEATURES**
- N400r-AC² fabric with critical seams taped for weather protection.
- Padded 12” laptop sleeve and a stretch mesh zippered pocket for smaller items like a mouse, chargers, etc.
- Dual Arc'teryx one-handed release custom buckles for main compartment access, zippered top flap increases security.
- External zippered pocket with key clip holds wallet, phone, keys, etc.
- Laminated padded back panel for comfort and wraps the body and adds stability.
- Laminated cross body shoulder strap is ambidextrous and can utilize a three point system for secure, comfortable carry.
- Custom TPU zipper pulls for ergonomic access.

**FABRIC**
N400r-AC² nylon 6 ripstop.
**INDEX 10**

**DESCRIPTION**
Versatile, dual compartment travel tool protects and organizes items within luggage or used for overnight trips with its padded, removable shoulder strap

**KEY FEATURES**
- Dual 10L compartments with zippered mesh panels provide visibility, easy access to contents, let damp items dry
- Can be packed folded or flat, or used as a carry-on
- Exterior zippered pocket carries magazines, tablet computer or documents
- Dual top handles for easy packing and transport
- Durable, lightweight, nylon plain weave
- External dimensions: 28cm x 21.5cm x 37cm/11in x 8.5in x 14.5in

**FABRIC**
N210p nylon 6, plain weave

**COLOURS**
- Black
- Red Beach

---

**INDEX 15 BACKPACK**

**DESCRIPTION**
Ultra compact, lightweight daypack for hiking, travel and urban everyday use

**KEY FEATURES**
- N100mr-HT nylon 6.6 mini ripstop body is lightweight and weather resistant
- Top loading zippered main compartment, internal security pocket, and stash pocket for hydration bladders or tablet computers
- External zippered pocket with key clip
- Adjustable webbing shoulder straps for a precision fit
- Stores inside external front pocket for storage or travel
- Eight cord loops on the exterior allow larger items to be strapped on the outside of the pack (straps not included)

**FABRIC**
N100mr-HT nylon 6.6 mini ripstop
P200p polyester plain weave
CARRIER DUFFEL 40
Weight | 620g/21.9oz
Volume | 40L/2441cu.in.

DESCRIPTION
Lightweight, highly water resistant 40L duffel bag

KEY FEATURES
• Highly water resistant AC² (Advanced Composite Construction) fabric and sealed seams provide weather protection
• Reflective white interior makes it easier to see contents
• WaterTight #8 main zipper
• Dual, padded shoulder straps; removable and adjustable
• Can be carried over one shoulder or worn as a backpack
• Handles on all four sides
• Can be rolled up very small for storage or taken along as a secondary duffel
• Packaged in a zippered bag that can be used to store the duffel or as a travel organizer

FABRIC
N400p-AC² nylon 6 plain weave

CARRIER DUFFEL 55
Weight | 675g/23.8oz
Volume | 55L/3556cu.in.

DESCRIPTION
Lightweight, highly water resistant 55L duffel bag

KEY FEATURES
• Highly water resistant AC² (Advanced Composite Construction) fabric and sealed seams provide weather protection
• Reflective white interior makes it easier to see contents
• WaterTight #8 main zipper
• Dual, padded shoulder straps; removable and adjustable
• Can be carried over one shoulder or worn as a backpack
• Handles on all four sides
• Can be rolled up very small for storage or taken along as a secondary duffel
• Packaged in a zippered bag that can be used to store the duffel or as a travel organizer

FABRIC
N400r-AC² nylon 6 ripstop

COLOURS
S19
Black
Light Chandra

COLOURS
S19
Black
Pilot
Everglade

COLOURS
S19
Black
Pilot
Everglade
V80 ROLLING DUFFEL

**DESCRIPTION**

80L rolling duffel transports gear to/from your climbing, skiing and trekking adventures

**KEY FEATURES**

- Only 42g/L means carrying more gear before you surpass airline weight restrictions
- Tubular 6061 T6 hard anodized aluminium external frame optimizes internal storage; can be grabbed or lashed nearly anywhere
- External pocket fits boarding passes and smaller items; intergrated ID card holder
- Large u-shaped #8 WaterTight™ coated zippers with lockable zipper sliders
- Internal compression panel with magazine sized organizer pocket
- Large 115mm TPU overmolded glass-filled nylon wheels with sealed bearings roll easily over curbs and rough terrain
- Padded abrasion resistant bottom
- External dimensions: 86cm x 46cm x 34cm /34in x 18.1in x 13.5in

**FABRIC**

N630p-HT nylon 6.6 plain weave
N690p-HT ATY nylon 6.6 plain weave, air textured yarns – bottom
**BIRD CAP**
S-M/L-XL | 80g/2.8oz. (S-M)

**DESCRIPTION**
Polyester/cotton blend cap features a rubberized Arc’teryx bird logo on the front. Flexfit technology provides a self-adjusting custom fit and eliminates the need for an adjustment strap.

**FABRIC**
63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane

**COLOURS**
- Black
- Dark Navy
- Robotica

---

**BIRD HEAD TOQUE**
One Size | 65g/2.3oz.

**DESCRIPTION**
Warm, comfortable 50/50 Merino wool and acrylic blend exterior with a soft fleece lined ear-band for added warmth. Large, off centre bird logo

**FABRIC**
50% Merino wool, 50% acrylic exterior
100% polyester fleece earband

**COLOURS**
- 24K Black
- Proteus/Robotica
- Labyrinth/Yugen
- Robotica
- 24K Black
- Tuil/Stellar
- Nighturn/Deep Cove
**RHO LTW BEANIE**
One Size | 30g/1.1oz.

**DESCRIPTION**
Merino wool/elastane mix beanie, featuring a double layered headband for warmth and embroidered bird logo on the side.

**FABRIC**
Mountain Merino Wool – 95% Merino wool

**COLOURS**
- Black
- Iolite
- Red Beach

---

**DIPLOMAT TOQUE**
One Size | 40g/1.4oz.

**DESCRIPTION**
Merino wool toque with a clean, minimal, refined style.

**FABRIC**
Merino wool – 100% wool

**COLOURS**
- Black
- Labyrinth
- Whiskey
- Jack

Black

Black
CORPORATE ORDER GUIDELINES

We are dedicated to producing the finest quality products. Proofing of your custom order is extensive and must be approved by both parties. For queries on additional product features, please contact us.

Minimum order quantities of 40 units per model do exist for all initial Corporate & Group orders. This can include men’s and women’s styles, and multiple colours. Contact us today to learn more about availability, pricing and unique embellishment options.

Arc’teryx may provide samples upon request. Sample items require payment by credit card (Visa or Mastercard) in advance, which will be fully refunded upon return. Samples must be returned unused within 30 days of receiving them for a refund.

PAYMENTS REFUNDS AND EXCHANGES

Please note that all Corporate & Group Sales purchases are final and require 100% payment before delivery. No refunds or exchanges are accepted. Our team is available to help you make the best selection.

All products are backed by our limited warranty, which guarantees every product to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for the practical product lifespan. Damage through wear and tear, neglect, or misuse may be repaired at a nominal charge. If you experience any challenges with your Arc’teryx product, contact us for warranty assistance.

ARCTERYX CORPORATE SALES

Toll Free: 1-877.340.2350
Phone: 604.960.3001 ext.5002
Email: corporatesales@arcteryx.com
Website: corporate.arcteryx.com

ARCTERYX AND ITS LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS OF ARCTERYX EQUIPMENT
ARCTERYX PRODUCTS UTILIZE REGISTERED DESIGNS OF ARCTERYX EQUIPMENT
OTHER REGISTERED TRADEMARKS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS